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Mercy With Money

Luke 16:1-13


Prayer…


This morning we have a tough parable.


	 Scholars, theologians and preachers all agree


	 	 that the parable of the Shrewd Manager is one of 


	 	 	 (if not the most) difficult parables to understand.


And yet,


	 if we take the time to slow down,


	 	 and delve into all that it has to offer,


	 	 	 we’ll find it’s one of the most practical parables


	 	 	 	 for us today in the 21st Century.


As mentioned previously in this series


	 parables can have a variety of meanings and teaching points.


	 	 We’ve been blessed to have a knowledgable guide 


	 	 	 through the parables.


This morning I’d like to suggest 2 points


	 that flow together (based off of Darrell Johnson’s lectures):


	 	 1) We extend MERCY because we’ve received MERCY


	 	 2) We can show MERCY through what we do with mammon.
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Jesus tells us,


	 There was a rich man who had a manager…vs 1


	 	 He sets the parable with a contemporary scene 


	 	 	 that his audience would be familiar with.


A rich man who owned land


	 and would rent that land out to middle class farmers


	 	 so they could plant and harvest for their own means.


It was not uncommon for wealthy people


	 to hire a manager to deal with all the interactions with the renters


	 	 to establish rental agreements (payment)


	 	 	 and to address any issues that arise.


This put quite a bit of power in the hands of the manager


	 and the unfortunate reality when giving broken humans lots of power


	 	 is there’s the opportunity for abuse.





We hear this manager in particular 


	 was charged with wasting [the rich man’s] possessions —


	 	 this word for wasting is the same word used
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	 	 	 to describe what the younger son did (squandered) 
1

	 	 	       to the Father’s money in the the Prodigal Son parable


	 	 	 	 (which precedes our parable)


	 and was asked to turn in an account of his management


	 	 and this starts the process of his termination.


The manager decides what to do with his life next


	 and in verses 3-4 we find the motivation for his plan:


I have decided what to do, so that when I am removed from 

management, people may receive me into their houses. vs. 4


So he goes to all the renters 


	 who owed his boss money.


	 	 They don’t realize this manager is about to be fired


	 	 	 so everything he says is believed to be 


	 	 	 	 under the authority of the land owner.


To one debtor he asked,


	 How much do you owe my master? 

 Luke 15:131
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A hundred measures of oil. 

Take your bill, and sit down quickly and write fifty.


Typically in the ancient world


	 when you rented property for farming


	 	 the rent cost was a set amount (rather than a percentage).


	 	 	 This was challenging for the farmers


	 	 	 	 because if the harvest was poor 


	 	 	 	 	 (maybe it had been a tough year)


	 	 	 	 	 	 the farmer was still had to pay 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 the fixed rent with a portion 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 of their harvest. 


	 	 	 	 	 Whatever was left is what could be sold 


	 	 	 	 	 	 or kept for the farmer’s family.


So the manager begins to cut


	 the amount of rent owed by the debtors.


And the surprise of the parable


	 is in verse 8. 
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Jesus tells us that


	 when the master finds out what the manager has done:


The master commended the dishonest manager for his 

shrewdness. For the sons of this world are more shrewd in 

dealing with their own generation than the children of light.


A few questions arise for us:


	 1) why is the manager commended? - seems rather selfish.


	 2) how does Jesus understand money? - he’s holding up the 


	 	 manager as an example for us to follow!


Why is the manager commended?  

There have been a number of interpretations


	 offered for this parable,


	 	 to explain and justify the behaviour of the manager.


One interpretation is that 


	 the rental agreement was originally unfair


	 	 and the amount taken off the bill 


	 	 	 would’ve been the additional interest 
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	 	 	 	 that wasn’t actually allowed by Jewish law.


A second interpretation is that


	 this amount taken off was the manager’s commission.


	 	 So in the end the landowner isn’t missing any funds


	 	 	 and the manager wouldn’t have received it anyways


	 	 	 	 because he was being terminated.


Scholars and commentators have debated 


	 and hypothesized about these ideas for years


	 	 and no one has been able to conclude 


	 	 	 how viable these ideas are,


	 	 	 	 because the text simply doesn’t give us 


	 	 	 	 	 enough to work on.


So although it’s nice to bring clarity to a hard parable


	 we must face the fact that its difficulty will leave us 


	 	 with certain questions.


That said,


	 I believe Jesus still has much to teach us


	 	 through this parable
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	 	 	 even if the parable offers a shade of grey.





The key is in the manager’s motivation in verse 4.


	 …when I am removed from management, people may receive  

me into their houses.


The manager is preparing for a crisis.


	 His future is unsure;


	 	 he’s about to lose his job,


	 	 	 his reputation as a manager is ruined 


	 	 	 	 (so he’s not likely to get another job in that field),


	 	 	 	 	 he’s listed off that he’s not strong enough  

for manual labour and he’s too 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ashamed to be a beggar.


Remember,


	 Jesus is teaching his disciples about the Kingdom of God.


	 	 The Kingdom is finding our place 


	 	 	 under the rule and reign of Jesus


	 	 	 	 rather than the rule and reign 


	 	 	 	 	 of something/someone else.
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It’s easy in a time of crisis


	 to cling to anything that will promise security.


	 	 Anyone who has ever been let go or lost a job


	 	 	 would know a natural instinct would be to cling to money.


But we’ll notice that’s not what the manager does.


	 He could’ve raised the rental amounts 


	 	 and taken the interest for himself.


Instead, he lowers the amount


	 with the hope that after receiving unexpected MERCY 


	 	 he’d find friends who would be willing to help him out 


	 	 	 if he was in need.


Instead of trusting in money


	 he trusts in the way of MERCY


	 	 that relies on relationship and leaves us vulnerable


	 	 	 as we wait to see if the other person will welcome us in.


So Jesus drives home the point


	 in verse 10
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One who is faithful in a very little is also faithful in much, 

and one who is dishonest in a very little is also dishonest in 

much.


What Jesus is getting at here


	 is that if you’re faithful in living out the Divine Revolution (Kingdom)


	 	 you’ll be faithful in the little areas of life 


	 	 	 (money, family, neighbourliness).


Professor Darrell Johnson suggests,


	 “If your spiritual life is in order, your worldly life will be in order.”  2

The steward ends up faithful with the little


	 because he becomes faithful in the much,


	 	 but that only happens after he’s caught by the land owner.


Before getting caught he was unrighteous and a squander.


	 He used money (whether it was his or not)


	 	 in order to benefit himself. 


After getting caught he acts differently. 


	 Why? Because being caught introduces him 


 Johnson, Darrell. Parables of Jesus. Audio course 4611C. (Vancouver: Regent College, 2016).2
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	 	 to the Kingdom of God.


	 	         Particularly to the mercy of the God of the Kingdom.


He’s introduced to the God of the Kingdom


	 because he’s not thrown in jail.


	 	 The manager has received unexpected MERCY  

from the land owner.


The audience would have expected the landowner


	 to throw the manager in jail 


	 	 because of his dishonest actions.


	 	 	 But the landowner shows MERCY


	 	 	 	 by firing him and letting him keep his freedom.


The manager doesn’t get what he deserves.


	 He receives MERCY from the land owner,


	 	 which is what sparks his change in behaviour 


	 	 	 as he envisions the future crisis 


	 	 	 	 (not a crisis of jail but of a jobless life).


Out of the MERCY he’s received (from the land owner)
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	 he extends MERCY to others (those owing),


	 	 with the hope that they’ll think kindly of him


	 	 	 when he finds himself in a time of crisis (homelessness).


So to answer our first question,


	 why is the manager commended?


	 	 He’s commended because after receiving MERCY 


	 	 	 his character changes and he shows MERCY


	 	 	 	 even in the midst of a future crisis.


How does Jesus understand money? 

In verse 11,


	 Jesus completes his thought


	 	 as he connects a very practical teaching about money:


If then you have not been faithful in the unrighteous 

wealth, who will entrust to you the true riches?


This word for wealth


	 is the word mammon.


Mammon is the Aramaic word
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	 for money or wealth,


	 	 but really it stands for 


	 	 	 “That in which one places his/her trust against the  

	 	 	 uncertainties of the future.” 
3

In this parable


	 Jesus directly connects 


	 	 how we use our earthly mammon


	 	 	 with our ability to use true, eternal mammon.


So in Jesus’ eye


	 money, treasures, wealth


	 	 are not insignificant realities 


	 	 	 but are deeply spiritual and train us 


	 	 	 	 for enjoying eternal treasures.


Jesus seeks to teach us


	 a new relationship with money 


	 	 in order to teach us about how to live


	 	 	 in the Kingdom of God.


The Divine Revolution


 ibid.3
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	 has a different approach to using money.


So out of the MERCY the manager receives,


	 he gains a new perspective (a Kingdom perspective)


	 	 and acts in mercy toward others.


And in doing so his relationship with money also changes.


	 Whereas in the beginning he would squander or waste money		 	

	 	 his view of money changes so that it’s used 


	 	 	 to show mercy to others.


Although the manager operates in the grey 


	 and extends unexpected MERCY to the debtors,


	 	 at (seemingly) the expense of the land owner


	 	 	 I don’t think the issue of this parable is so much on 


	 	 	 	 how the manager treats the land owner, 


	 	 	 	 	 but more about how he treats others in light 


	 	 	 	 	 	 of the MERCY he’s received 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 from the land owner.
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Jesus recognizes the power of money,


	 and how tempting it is to place our trust in it.


	 	 Money pays for housing, food, clothes - to name the basics - 


	 	 	 and offers luxuries after that: vacations, cars, internet, 


	 	 	 	 devices, books, comfortable chairs, entertainment.


But he tells us in verse 9


	 that all mammon will fail.


It’s not that mammon isn’t valuable in and of itself.


	 Jesus isn’t even suggesting that mammon is inherently bad.


	 	 But when it comes down to it,


	 	 	 either you can use mammon as a tool for the Kingdom


	 	 	 	 or you can be used by mammon 


	 	 	 	 	 and be enslaved by it.





This is why Jesus finishes with the classic teaching:


No servant can serve two masters, for either he will hate the one 

and love the other, or he will be devoted to one and despise the 

other. You cannot serve God and mammon. v. 13
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TODAY	  

So what can we learn practically from this parable


	 about living in the Divine Revolution?


We come back to our two main points:


	 1) We extend MERCY because we’ve received MERCY


	 2) We can show MERCY through what we do with mammon.


	 	 


Just like the unrighteous manager


	 we too have not received what we deserve.


Paul writes to the Christians in Rome,


	 For the wages of sin is death…


	 	 a price we were destined to pay.


Yet Jesus fulfilled that payment on the cross


	 on our behalf


	 	 and clothed us in His new life.


Not only that but Jesus then waits vulnerable


	 to see if we’ll respond and welcome Him in.
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We have received an unexpected MERCY


	 because who else would die for us or pay a penalty we deserved?


This means that every act of MERCY we extend,


	 it doesn’t just come from our own efforts


	 	 but derives from the MERCY we’ve received in Jesus.


MERCY extended always has 


	 the weight of Jesus’ MERCY behind it.


And Jesus invites us into a practical application


	 for how this MERCY should be extended:


	 	 with our mammon.


Whatever we treasure,


	 whatever we value,


	 	 whatever we put our hope and trust in


	 	 	 to care for our livelihood in the future;


	 	 	 	 that is our mammon.


Jesus says that is what we should extend to others.
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If we’re not sure what that is,


	 one thing we can do is to look at your expenses.


	 	 What do you spend your money on? 


	 	 	 Look over your last several bills


	 	 	 	 and see what most of your money goes toward.


Or another test is


	 what do you spend your time thinking about?


	 	 What do you talk most about with others?


	 	 	 These will also reveal what really matters to us.


Not only as individuals


	 but even us as a church.


	 	 Where we pour our resources, energy, and time


	 	 	 is where our true values lie;


	 	 	 	 that’s what we believe will save us.


That’s why Jesus cautions us


	 that though mammon can be useful 


	 	 to train us in Kingdom living,


	 	 	 it will ultimately fail us if we allow it 


	 	 	 	 to hold the place of King and Ruler over us.
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That place is reserved for the One


	 who leads the Divine Revolution.


God has shown each of us MERCY in Jesus Christ.


	 WHERE is He calling us to show MERCY?


	 	 HOW is He leading us to use our mammon 


	 	 	 to extend MERCY to others


	 	 	 	 so they might experience the unexpected MERCY


	 	 	 	 	 of the Kingdom.


	 	 	 


Jesus invites us into the Divine Revolution.


	 Will we trust in the way of MERCY


	 	 or the way of mammon?


Lord Jesus, I thank you for this parable. I thank you for it’s practical 
teaching. I thank you that others throughout history have struggled with it 
same as us. Maybe it’s because we want the lesson to be more 
complicated, or we expect there to be more. But You have called us 
deeper into Your MERCY and teach us how to extend that MERCY in how 
we use our mammon. Reveal to us where we have placed our trust and flip 
that upside-down that we might reorient ourselves with Your Divine 

Revolution. In Your MIGHTY NAME we pray. Amen.


